Chapter 1. The Causes of the Crisis
There is also waste, in the sense of injury to the sum of total economic satisfaction, when one generation, though not
destroying more stuff than it itself obtains, uses up for trivial purposes a natural product which is abundant now, but
which is likely to become scarce and not readily available, even for very important purposes, for future generations.
—Arthur C. Pigou (1932)
The world is in a set of increasingly severe and
interlocked economic, social, and environmental crises.
The financial markets are in steep decline, fisheries are
collapsing, resources are running short, food supplies are
failing, and droughts, floods, and severe storms continue
to cause catastrophic losses. Many of the world’s
governments are running large deficits and throwing
hundreds of billions into the financial markets in an
attempt to stem the decline, with little effect (Figure 1.1).

U.S. and global markets perform very poorly. Social and
environmental costs, referred to as “externalities” by
most economists, are left out of the pricing of goods and
services. These externalities include the very real costs of
pollution, disease, death, community breakdown, and
damage to vital ecosystem services as well as to natural
and social capital. Many of these costs are passed on to
future generations or to the poor and the powerless.
The growing awareness of very serious problems
with local and global ecosystem stability and resource
availability in the scientific and business communities is
encouraging new consideration of the sustainability of
current lifeways, communities, and economy. The critical
flaw of existing economic policy, however, is rarely
addressed. According to an old Dutch saying, “No sense
mopping the floor until you turn off the water.” We need
to “turn off the water” with market reforms that include
all the costs of our choices. Only then can sustainable
solutions for a more secure and prosperous future be
developed.
Our Common Future, a 1987 report of the United
Nations World Commission on Environment and
Development chaired by Norwegian Gro Harlem
Brundtland, defined sustainability as, “development that
meets the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.” The report highlights the importance of
addressing the problems of poverty and inequity as
necessary steps in preventing continued environmental
deterioration. Although this is a start, proper accounting
for sustainability is also necessary to ensure that there is
comfortable and safe housing, healthful foods, clean
water to drink, and security even in times of natural
disasters or terrorist attacks.
Reforming the market by itself is not enough. A
sustainable future also demands changes in government
policy that are based on more ethical principles and
proper consideration of future generations. Incentives
must be developed and structured that encourage
conservative and regenerative actions, not speculation
and waste.
People depend on natural systems for air to breathe,
food to eat, water to drink, and materials for building. For
people in many parts of the world, however, modern
conveniences mask the critical connections humankind
has to natural and managed ecosystems. Water comes
from a faucet or in a bottle; food comes prepared,
packaged, and free of dirt; energy flows from a wall
socket from distant power plants; and wastes are simply
flushed away. But even though they may not see it, each

Note: current efforts may reduce the rate of decline or may increase it,
but policy changes as of early March, 2009 are unlikely to offset
remaining problems in residential and commercial real estate,
industrial and commercial financing, derivatives, and consumer credit.

Figure 1.1. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
To develop solutions that will avert further collapse,
and to repair existing damage, we need to understand and
address the causes of these crises, not just the symptoms.
One of the primary causes of the current problems is a
critical flaw in the market. This was first identified by
British economist Arthur C. Pigou, who affirmed early in
the twentieth century that a market would fail unless it
includes all costs.
Today, many important and large costs are either
uncounted or incorrectly attributed, and as a result the
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individual has an impact on the planet, and the wealthier
the nation the greater the impact.
Almost all of the 6.5 billion people on Earth
participate in the world market at some level. There are
more than 500 million small- and medium-sized
enterprises that trade 5 to 6 million different products
internationally, and almost every one of them can cause
environmental or health problems, depending on the
materials and processes used to make, distribute, and
dispose of them. These enterprises operate in more than
200 countries of differing climates, resources, politics,
economies, histories, and cultural realities; yet each
country depends entirely on the health of a single
system—the Earth. This dependency would not be a
problem if humankind did not take more from Earth than
it gives back, and did not dump more than nature can
absorb. By any measure we are taking too much and
disposing of wastes improperly, leading to global
warming, extensive and often severe health problems,
societal crises, and ecosystem destruction.
On average, each American in 2008 required almost
24 acres (10 hectares) to support his or her lifestyle. This
ecological footprint is unsustainable. At least five more
planets the size of Earth would be needed if everyone on
Earth were to demand as much as we use, while still
leaving some space for nature. Only a handful of
countries are living within their ecological means, and
trends are not encouraging. The global ecological
footprint, for everyone living on Earth, is projected to
increase 50 percent by 2015. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment project, composed of 1,360 experts from
around the world, found that two-thirds of the services
provided by nature are in decline. Global environmental
deterioration has accelerated as pollution control efforts
in developed countries have shifted more and more toxic
industrial emissions and effluents to poorer countries.
The apparent “wealth” of many industrialized countries is
based on material flows, pollution, and labor exploitation
in the rest of the world.
Sustainability is not simply about the environment.
To be sustainable a community must have a healthy
economy and programs, policies, and traditions that
provide support for community, safety, cohesion,
cooperation, education, health, and equity. These can be
as elusive as ecological sustainability and will not happen
without more careful consideration of the impacts of the
policies, regulations, and incentives that determine
market forces. Decisions need to be made to improve the
triple bottom line (social, economic, and environmental),
while respecting the 3Ps—people, prosperity, and planet.
The current “race to the bottom” is moving
production to countries with little or no environmental or
worker protections. Why pay more if a company can hire
a worker for a dime an hour or less? China is beginning
to see many companies fail because small increases in
wages and environmental rules have priced them out of
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the market. Wal-Mart and other companies will succeed
in finding those who will work for less elsewhere.
Social and environmental externalities are integral
costs of goods and services and often exceed the
currently counted costs. In many cases, these externalities
have not been studied, because governments and
consumers do not want to know (or pay for) the true costs
of goods and services. By not paying these costs,
consumers and nations become “free riders” who prey on
others and wreak havoc around the world and on future
generations.
The enormous subsidies that result from not paying
true costs also reward powerful interest groups, who
skillfully use their wealth and political influence to
insulate themselves from paying their share of the costs.
One clear example of this in the United States is the
automobile industry.
True Costs: The Automobile in America
The automobile is an essential part of most people’s
lives in the United States. The internal costs of the auto
industry (production, transport, sales, advertising,
facilities, profits) are fairly clear. It is much harder to
identify and understand the true costs, because the
external or uncounted costs of pollution, health impacts,
depletion of non-renewable resources, and so forth, are
not factored in.
The automobile, its parts (air conditioner, tires,
brakes, etc.), its use, and its disposal, creates a wide range
of significant external costs throughout its lifetime. These
costs begin with mining the ore for steel and other metals
and move on to resource processing, parts manufacturing,
automobile assembly, distribution, maintenance,
recycling, and disposal. Oil, gas, and other materials are
extracted and shipped around the world, and leaks and
spills occur at every step. Auto users, automakers, oil
companies, and highway builders all “benefit” from the
true costs not being accounted for. Taxpayers who do not
use cars as well as future generations around the world
will ultimately pay more than their share. Key external
costs of the automobile include health effects, global
warming gases, nitrogen pollution (which damages
ecosystems), accidents and injuries (medical care and
costs), time wasted by traffic congestion, mining damage,
pollution from production facilities, chlorinated
fluorocarbon leaks (from air conditioners) and resultant
ozone layer depletion, wildlife kills, and much more.
The roads, highways, and parking lots needed for
auto use also create very high costs for mining,
construction, maintenance, operation, and disposal. The
construction of streets and parking lots is a key cause of
watershed disruption, blocks wildlife corridors, involves
extensive use of herbicides to control weeds in the rightof-way, creates serious storm water pollution (laden with
toxics), and increases the urban heat island effect, raising
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the temperature of the entire urban area and increasing
costs for air conditioning. One poorly placed storm drain
from a highway can create tens of thousands of dollars of
damage from erosion during a single storm.
The gasoline and diesel used to fuel automobiles
create pollution during production (refinery spills),
transportation (tanker spills), storage, use (oil, antifreeze,
and other leaks from cars), illegal disposal, and war
fighting to defend supplies. These pollution streams lead
to global warming, air pollution, diseases related to air
pollution (especially asthma and lung disease), nitrogen
pollution (from fossil fuel combustion and dryfall), water
pollution, and storm water contamination. The health
costs of chronic lung disease are very large, and the
villagers and farmers who drink contaminated water and
eat contaminated food pay a high price. The social costs
of oil production are also severe and include social
unrest, violence, and corruption. But the environmental
costs are even greater and are more long term. They
occur at the local, regional, and global scales. Global
scale problems like sea level rise can have catastrophic
impacts on island nations, and entail tens of billions of
dollars of expenditures for coastal cities.
Table 1.1 shows estimates of the external costs of the
automobile in the United States. It ignores both space
consumption and traffic congestion costs, which may
equal the cost of accidents in urban areas. Smog,
congestion, noise, and traffic stress create high health
costs (Figure 1.2). Environmental costs are little studied
and, therefore, these estimates are likely very low
compared to the true costs.

Table 1.1. The automobile in the United States
External costs

Billions

Accident costs not covered by drivers
36
(increasing numbers of uninsured)
Air pollution & health
50
(probably much higher for lifetime costs for
asthma, obesity, heart attacks, stroke)
Crop losses
3
Ecosystem damage
50
(perhaps as high as 500 billion)
Water pollution
6
Noise pollution
8
Climate change
20
(perhaps as high as 1 trillion)
Subtotal
$173 billion
Direct subsidies
Replacement of highways
36
Maintenance and administration
37
Local streets and services, net
9
Cost of defending oil supplies
100
(Iraq costs to U.S. now est. to pass $1 trillion, total
perhaps $3 trillion)
Strategic petroleum reserve
1
Subsidies
183
All costs
$356 billion
User fees
(42)
Net cost
$314 billion
This would add about $3 per gallon
Compiled from a number of studies, see resources section for sources.

If the environmental and social costs of the U.S. led
war in Iraq on the Iraqi people were factored in (perhaps
more than $100 billion a year), an additional $1 per
gallon may need to be added. Total cost per gallon at the
pump should probably be somewhere above $8 per gallon
and perhaps $10 or higher to cover all environmental,
social, and health costs.
This conservative estimate suggests that American’s
currently pay only one-third to one-half the true cost of
driving. Others suggest it is closer to one-tenth, if a
broader range of environmental and societal costs were
factored in and if the true cost of infrastructure were more
carefully accounted for. The highway infrastructure
repair backlog in the United States is estimated to be
almost a half trillion dollars and continues to increase.
Imagine what people would do differently if they had
to pay the true cost of using an automobile. They would
walk and ride bicycles more often, which would also help
with the very costly obesity epidemic. More effective
mass transit systems would be developed. Even in
Europe, where gas taxes can push per gallon prices to $7
or higher, largely in an effort to recover some of the
external costs, these costs are still not fully covered.

Figure 1.2. Smog costs money in many ways, but the
associated health costs are probably dominant
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In addition to raising costs to cover current accounts,
fees for auto use should be increased sufficiently enough
to compensate past auto accident victims and to repair
past damage to public goods, ecosystems, and
communities. True cost accounting of auto use would
help support the health care system, which is often poorly
compensated for the treatment of those injured in auto
accidents. One of my former students was involved in a
motorcycle accident. For his medical care, the state and
federal taxpayers ultimately paid more than $140,000.
Other hospital users also contributed to his care with
added costs to their bills. The costs of his medical care
should have been paid for in part with a share of auto or
gasoline use fees.
The automobile is a critical example of how some
external costs have been considered (though not factored
in by policy). But for most activities, from the home to
the office, people are getting discounts on the true cost. If
true costs were known, people would behave very
differently and many current market transactions would
not occur. Resources would be conserved, pollution
would virtually vanish, and individuals would be
healthier and happier as well as face a much more
hopeful, secure, and sustainable future.
The steps that need to be taken to improve
sustainability include:

(asthma, death of birds from an oil spill) or in the future
(heart disease, global warming from gases that may
remain in the atmosphere for 100 or more years, and
nuclear waste that must be safely stored for 10,000
years). A careful economic analysis will also consider
opportunity cost, the potential return from using money
or resources in other ways.
There are both public and private externalities.
Private externalities can theoretically be addressed
through legal action, but the disparity in power between
the polluter and the damaged party is usually so great that
there is in fact no recourse under law. As the Exxon
Valdez oil spill has shown, even a state is not powerful
enough to readily collect claims from a clearly guilty oil
company. This claim is unlikely to be fully settled until
after all the claimants have died.
Public externalities can be even harder to recover
through legal action, because damages may be spread
across state or international boundaries. Claims are also
difficult to make when thousands or millions of people
are affected, yet only a few die or are severely injured.
When multiple polluters are involved, it becomes even
harder. Whose pollution killed beloved Uncle Joe?
Whose pollution raised the global temperature and led to
the costly ($26 billion) pine beetle outbreak in British
Columbia? Was it Chevrolet, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, or
the local power plant?
Polluters and those who pass their external costs on
to others are more likely to be protected by legislative
action and the courts than they are to be punished. The
U.S. Supreme Court has been particularly averse to
recognizing external costs and operates in a flat Earth
mode more appropriate for the Dark Ages. Their ruling
on June 25, 2008 slashing the $2.5 billion punitive
damages award against Exxon for the 1989 Valdez oil
spill was simply the latest example of a long series of
tragic decisions rooted in the eighteenth century. The
high court concluded that punitive damages should
roughly match actual damages from the environmental
disaster, which total about $507 million.
The most important change that can be made today is
to begin to consider and include true costs in the market,
or to “internalize the externalities.” Changes in prices
immediately change behavior. Evaluating the impacts of
products or services across their full lifetime is critical.
Cost, value, and impacts must be considered much more
carefully, from the first step in making a product to its
final recycling or disposal.
True cost accounting can be very helpful at the
corporate level, where if accounts are done carefully,
good products are prevented from subsidizing bad
products. This perverse effect often happens today when
the modest environmental costs of a company are
considered overhead instead of being attributed to
specific products, actions, or services. Product-, activity-,
or enterprise-based accounting can help bring true costs
into strategic planning.

 true cost accounting
 consideration of the impacts of products throughout
their lifetime, from the cradle to the grave (made,
used, disposed of) or from the cradle to the cradle
(made, used, recycled, reused, or returned to nature)
 changes in asset value
 increased transparency so that consumers can choose
more wisely
 policy reform.
These are discussed in greater detail in the chapters that
follow, but here is a brief introduction.
True Cost Accounting
True cost accounting demands more complete and
careful bookkeeping. Correcting costs and taking away
the subsidies created by not factoring in true costs will
take time, because those who currently benefit from the
subsidies will fight to keep them. True cost accounting
attempts to include all the costs and benefits of products
and services, including social, environmental, and
economic concerns. The uncounted costs are the biggest
concern.
Today costs are broken into two categories—internal
and external. Internal costs are the currently counted
costs of production, transport, sales, and profit. External
costs are of the much larger problems of pollution,
disease and other health impacts, social impacts, and
depletion of natural resources. They include local,
regional, and global costs that may be incurred now
Rebuilding the American Economy
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True cost accounting is the full accounting of all
financial impacts, resource depletion, and environmental
and social costs and benefits. Although challenging, it
can be done. True cost accounting can be very
informative and can help change behavior even before
changes in prices can be brought to the market. Simply
providing water meters reduces water use, even without
changes in water cost, and true cost accounting can help
improve policy formulation and implementation for areas
of the economy that are not currently market driven.
True costs can often be incorporated in the market by
company policy. In other cases it may require impactbased fees. These Pigouvian (after Arthur C. Pigou) fees
should be clearly linked to costs. These types of fees are
often relatively easy to determine and to collect. In
contrast, taxes are often very expensive (with a high
opportunity cost for data collection, interpretation, and
enforcement) and should be reduced or eliminated where
possible. Taxes are also parasitic, with extensive and
often unclear regulations that provide incentives for
cheating and manipulating laws and provide no
incentives for innovation and problem solving. Impactbased fees are much more effective and should entail
little or no public costs. In fact, user fees from true cost
impact fees should lead to local tax reductions, as costs
that have been historically paid by the taxpayer (cleanup,
flood repair) are instead paid by those responsible for the
pollution and other external costs.
External benefits must also be counted. The newly
recognized concept of ecosystem goods and services
includes many positive economic benefits that are
excluded from current markets and from social, political,
and investment decision making. These need to be

examined carefully to establish benefit values. Street
trees, for example, may buffer sounds, clean the air,
improve health, and reduce air conditioning and heating
costs. These can far outweigh the costs of sidewalk
repairs, damage from falling branches, and maintenance
costs.
Forests provide many public benefits—oxygen, flood
control, water collection and purification—that are not
counted in the profit and loss of a private or government
forest holding. These benefits should be counted and
evaluated, particularly when forests are removed. And
governments may find that it makes sense to pay for
some of these services to keep them functioning well and
reducing public costs.
Social capital has also been neglected in calculations
of benefits. Education, health, productivity and joy all
have value. Policies and programs that support these
should be recognized in the market.
Life-cycle Considerations
For any product, facility, or service the lifetime costs
should be considered, not just the purchase price. This
can be done by way of life-cycle accounting (LCA). (For
more detail, see Chapter 6.) A simplified LCA considers
every impact a product has during its lifetime, including:
resource depletion, air pollution, water pollution, land
degradation, release of toxics, ecosystem damage, global
warming, and health and social costs (Table 1.2).
Transportation costs are usually a large part of each of
these effects and contribute to air and water pollution,
resource depletion, global warming, adverse health
impacts, and ecosystem damage.

Table 1.2. A Life cycle outline for true cost accounting
Resource
Pollution
Extraction Air Water
Land
Material gathering
Material processing
Manufacturing
Assembly
Distribution
Sales
Use
Maintenance
Disposal

Toxics Energy

GWG

Health Social

GWG=global warming gases
Initial studies have shown that industrial
products typically carry nonrenewable
ecological footprints that average about 30 times
their own weight, which means consumers
derive value from less than 5% of the
nonrenewable natural material that is disturbed
in the environment to make a typical product.
For example, the ecofootprint for a personal
Rebuilding the American Economy

computer may be 100–200 pounds per pound of
product. The catalytic converter is even worse, with
nearly 3 tons of nonrenewable resources invested in
just one converter (largely to mine and process the
platinum). The rapidly increasing value of platinum
has led to a growing rash of thefts of converters by
thieves who can sell them for $10–20 dollars for
recycling. Thus, pollution control with an end-of5
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pipe solution causes environmental damage,
pollution, and crime.
Another key step in true cost accounting is tracking
materials so that impacts that may occur can be
determined as well as evaluated (Figure 1.3). (For more
detail see chapter 5.)

the effort to return the endangered California condor to the
wild. Condors like to eat animals that have died, and ingest
the lead shot in animals killed by hunters. The costs of
purchasing lead shot in California should include fees to
support part of the recovery effort now that lead shot is one
of the primary causes of condor mortality. Recent
requirements to use non-lead shot in the primary condor
areas will help.
Lead from television tubes, computer monitors, old
paint, electronics, plumbing scrap, and legacy pollution
from the past use of lead in gasoline are more common than
from lead shot. Lead can be expensive to deal with when it
is simply lead-based paint in an old house; however, lead
cleanup in the environment is much more costly.
Denmark has done an excellent job of material flow
analysis, however, even with many studies completed there
are still thousands of compounds and chemicals that remain
unstudied. Many of these present known hazards to humans
or ecosystems. Table 1.3 is an example of a balance sheet
for lead found in solid waste in Denmark. The uncertainties
suggest how much more work is needed.
Asset Valuation
Arthur C. Pigou was also one of the first economists to
consider the failure to act rationally with regard to the
future, specifically the problem of resource mismanagement. This failure has become even more apparent
since the early 1900s. Much of the failure stems from a lack
of accounting of both private and public asset values.
Management of corporations, organizations, farms and
other natural resources can be improved if asset values are
accounted for over time more carefully, including the everimportant ecosystem services, natural capital, and social
capital.

Figure 1.3. Material Flow Analysis
To track materials more careful material or
substance flow analyses need to be done. Simply stated,
Where does a material come from? Where does it go?
This type of analysis, however, can be challenging to
do. Materials are imported and exported, they leak and
spill and blow around, they flow across borders, and
they often show
up where they are not supposed to be, such as in our
blood or tissues.
In parts of the United States “lead shot” from
hunting is a serious problem. Lead shot is undermining

Table 1.3. Lead in Solid Waste in Denmark (metric tons per year)
Low estimate

High estimate

Ratio*

TV tubes
450
750
1.7
Fishing weights
250
300
1.2
Shredder fluff†
200
1000
5.0
Pigments (paint, plastic)
150
250
1.7
Electronic solder
90
150
1.7
Flashing and sheets (roof)
50
200
4.0
Crystal glass
50
100
2.0
Stabilizer in PVC plastic
30
100
3.3
Ceramic glazing
25
150
6.0
Lights – solder, glass
22
35
1.6
Curtains, wine bottle foil
10
100
10.0
Total
1400
3400
2.4
*uncertainty suggested by range estimate ratio †left over from car recycling
after Hansen and Lassen, 2003.
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Asset value is neglected in current accounting and
economic valuation. Unsustainable use of farms, city
streets, groundwater, or fisheries has lead to severe
declines in asset value, but these are not currently
included on balance sheets. (For more detail, see
Chapter 8.) The decline in infrastructure from age and
wear and tear also normally are not counted,
occasionally with tragic consequences. Refiners,
railroads, airlines, and governments have found that
neglecting maintenance can improve the “bottom line”
in the short term and can help executives win bonuses
and re-elect politicians, but the costs will eventually be
paid.
The backlog for infrastructure repairs in the United
States in 2008 is $1.6 trillion, or more than $5,000 for
each American citizen. In the city of San Diego, the
decline in infrastructure value has been dramatic.
Repairing just streets would cost $500 million. Add in
sewers and water lines and the cost would be more than
$1 billion. And to make matters worse the city employee
pension fund and health care programs are running what
may be a $3 billion deficit. For a city with such
significant financial problems these asset value repairs
are unlikely to take place in the foreseeable future.
We misunderstand the market if only transactions
are considered and asset value is neglected. A subtle
decline in asset value may go noticed, just as we rarely
notice a day-to-day change in our appearance, but are a
bit shocked when we see ourselves in an old photograph.
But even if the asset value decline were only 3%
annually, the ecological function value of the land will
have declined 50% in 24 years.
Neglect of asset value encourages an increasingly
narcissistic focus on “ourselves, now” that is reinforced
and driven by enormous advertising expenditures.
Marketing strategies are designed to compel consumers
to buy products they do not need, for needs the products
cannot fulfill. The underpinning of the current
consumption driven U.S. economy rests on this flawed
foundation.

the “lower priced” item at any cost. Few will choose to
calculate or estimate the true costs and buy the more
healthful, sustainable product if it costs more.

Figure 1.4. Ecolabels are necessary but not sufficient
Better information for investors is also becoming
more available, as companies begin to prepare and
publicly display sustainability reports. These reports
encourage adoption of more competent environmental
management systems, ranging from the Eco
Management and Audit Scheme used in Europe to the
ISO14000 series for environmental management.
Sustainability reporting under the Global Reporting
Initiative also encourages more careful management.
More careful vetting and screening of information is
needed to prevent fraud, misinformation, and errors.
Policy Change
National policy makers focus on cash flow rather
than asset value and the quality of life. Current ways of
life are based on faulty accounting that says “the lowest
price at any cost” and the “highest return at any risk” are
the best choices we can make. Consumption is king and
true costs do not count.
Gross Domestic Product or GDP is described by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis as equal to personal
consumption expenditures plus gross private domestic
fixed investment plus change in private inventories plus
government consumption expenditures and gross
investment plus exports minus imports. This very
imperfect measure is used to measure policy success
even though it has little direct relation to well-being,
value, happiness, health, community, satisfaction or
quality of life (see Chapters 3 and 9). In response to the
decline of the economy in 2008 Congress gave everyone
a cash rebate to buy more. This costly effort did not
make the economy healthier, stronger, or more
sustainable. It made as little sense as giving an alcoholic
a free bottle of wine to help them recover from their

Transparency
Consumers and investors need better information to
make better choices. Increasing transparency is critical
for market function. Consumers will benefit from
improved labeling and more complete information
presented in a manner that is easy to understand. (For
more detail, see Chapter 9.) In England, for example,
consumers may find a carbon emissions label even on a
potato chip bag. Finn Air offers a global warming
impact calculator for its flights. A wide range of labeling
schemes have also been developed around the world to
offer additional information about the environmental and
social impacts of products and services (Figure 1.4).
These types of transparency all help, however, until true
costs are included many consumers will continue buy
Rebuilding the American Economy
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addiction. Americans have been living beyond their
means through borrowing for many years and the bill
has now come due (Figure 1.5).
We need to carefully reconsider how we live, what
we live for, and how we do our accounts. Is America’s
goal to simply make the richest families even richer, as
has been for the case for the past twenty years? The top
1 percent of earners already control 40 percent of all
resources. Or is the goal to help ensure that the large
petroleum companies will make an extra few billion
dollars each year? Or should the goal be to help
everyone have a better chance of being healthy,
productive, and satisfied with his or her life and
community.
The notion needs to be abandoned that only
counting money is an appropriate way to determine the
success of a society. Many things of value involve no
cash transaction and therefore are not counted. For
example, caring for a family member is not counted, but
if someone is hired to care for the family member it is
counted. A recent study in Norway found that half of all
labor, even in developed countries, may be unpaid. In
developing countries it may exceed 90 percent. If we fail
to count this value, we misunderstand society and the
economy.

grown with chemicals and pesticides and shipped 1,500
miles, then the value is counted. This is clearly flawed
accounting.
Social costs and sustainability are also neglected in
cost accounting. Much of a society’s wealth is its
citizens themselves. Are they healthy and well educated?
Are they productive and engaged or fat, angry, and
cynical? Are there cohesive and supportive
communities?
Workers who know their jobs and are content are
more likely to do good work. Many workers are not
happy, often think about leaving, or do choose to leave
to find new jobs. Or they may stay, but their work is
below par, they take extra sick days, and they treat
customers poorly. If a worker leaves, hiring and training
a replacement is costly and time consuming and
customer service may suffer in the process. Some
industries do not care, with annual turnover rates of 40
percent or higher by some estimates. Low pay, less than
full-time employment, and no benefits affect employee
work performance and also cost the taxpayer. A
University of California, Berkeley, study in 2004 found
that the average Wal-Mart worker costs California
taxpayers almost $2000 per year for health care and
other services.
The United States was ranked thirty-seventh in the
world in a World Health Organization report on health
care in 2008. This report overstates the problem because
it is hard to compare counties with universal health care
(perhaps relatively simple but accessible), with the very
sophisticated but inequitable mixed private/socialized
system in the U.S. The comparison of life expectancy is
perhaps more fair, and the U.S. now ranks 45th in
estimates included in the CIA Fact Book for 2008.
More than 44 million people in the U.S. had no
health insurance in 2002, up from 35.4 million in 1992.
In 2007 the number was up to 45.7 million, and with
cascading layoffs in 2008 and 2009 the number will
grow significantly larger. Families USA reported in
2009 that even many people who had health insurance
faced gaps in coverage, with 86.7 million experiencing
periods without insurance over the last two years. Lack
of health insurance is a critical problem for those earning
less than $20,800, which is double the 2008 poverty rate
for an individual. Even when an employer offers health
insurance a worker may have to pay 30 percent of the
cost and accept a very high deductible.
Workers can be crippled or killed by poor working
conditions. Productivity drops if a working environment
is hot, cold, dark, bright, moldy, or tainted with
chemicals or if there is no view or connection to nature.
These conditions can make people sick directly by
triggering asthma attacks, or indirectly from stress and
aggravation. When workers are sick productivity
declines, turnover increases, and costs to taxpayers rise.
A detailed report in 1997 by the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory and Department of Energy suggested that

Figure 1.5. Household debt, United States
Ecological services are also uncounted. For
example, the value of pollination is not counted. Bees
fertilize crops, yet only the domestic bee rentals are
counted, not the value of the pollination or the potential
cost if this vital process no longer existed. If organic
vegetables are grown in someone’s garden their value is
not counted, but if they are bought after they have been
Rebuilding the American Economy
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bad interior environmental air quality costs the United
States $164 billion per year. The Environmental
Protection Agency’s estimate was a little lower at $130
billion. This is not a uniquely American problem. A
study of new buildings used by the European Parliament
found that 40 percent of the workers in some buildings
were sickened by poor indoor environmental air quality.
The current U.S. obesity epidemic is in large part
another response to incomplete cost accounting.
Subsidies for cars, crops, and unsustainable development
patterns have helped to create the problem. In lowincome areas, problems of social inequity and crime
from past subsidies and flawed accounting exacerbate
the issue because people may be justifiably afraid to
walk in their own neighborhoods. Often the symptoms
of obesity are treated but the causes are rarely addressed.
And as with most illnesses, treating the symptoms of
obesity doesn’t make it go away. The $49 billion per
year weight-loss industry has done little to stem the tide
of obesity and its related diseases.
Poor accounting and management can also lead to
damaged communities, creating long-term costs to
families, future generations, and taxpayers. The costs of
slavery in the 18th and 19th centuries are still being paid
for by every taxpayer in the United States (see Chapters
4 and 7). Unsustainable business practices add many
costs to local and state governments as well as to the
federal government. The loyalty of companies to a
surrounding community has evaporated, just as
employee loyalty has declined in the face of repeated
corporate malfeasance and indifference. True cost
accounting could help reverse these trends by
recognizing the value of trust and commitment.
Managers understand how costs in a company can
increase when problems develop. Communities also see
the effects. When a professional football team loses,
police enforcement and emergency room costs increase
as frustration and alcohol lead to violence and abuse.
Ideally the team should pay for these added costs, rather
than the taxpayer. At the very least, the outrageous
subsidies for sports teams now in place should be
eliminated. As the authors of Field of Schemes note,
many professional teams would be out of business if
they lost their subsidies.
Simply doing the calculations and research needed
to determine true cost will not be enough. As we get
better information we need to apply it to change rules,
regulations, and incentives to incorporate true cost
accounting into the market. The power of the market
makes change swift and certain if pricing is correct.
Even the moderate increases in U.S. energy costs in
2008 were enough to make furniture production
competitive with that of China. True cost accounting
would reinvigorate local economies around the world.
Figure 1.6 is an attempt to draw a picture of a more
complete understanding of the U.S. economy.
Preliminary estimates suggest that nature’s services are
Rebuilding the American Economy

comparable to all economic transactions. This is
probably an underestimate. Half of all labor is unpaid.
To be even more comprehensive, the ongoing costs of
pollution damage should also be excluded. The shadow
or underground economy, perhaps 15 percent of GDP,
should also be factored in.

Figure 1.6. The Real Economy
The flaw in using GDP as an indicator of the
success or failure of the U.S. economy is apparent,
because it measures as little as a third of the real
economy. If we set out with a clean sheet of paper, we
would never accept this nonsense. Using GDP to steer
the economy is like driving at night down a twisty
mountain road with steep drop-offs with the headlights
turned off more than half the time.
What should be tracked? Several alternatives have
been suggested, including the Genuine Progress
Indicator (GPI). This effort is on the right path and
attempts to complete the economic picture by including
a more complex market basket of money, health,
education, and environmental issues such as pollution.
However, GPI is also incomplete. It is worth noting that
GPI has trended downward in many countries, even
while GDP is rising. One of the reasons for the
discontent in the United States today is that American
citizens personally feel GPI, not GDP. The United States
might be even better off if it were to use a very different
measure, such as the National Well-Being Index (NWI)
or Gross National Happiness (GNH), which is used in
Bhutan.
Speculation versus Investment
Current economic polices encourage speculation
instead of cautious and conservative investment. Instead
of carefully evaluating asset value and sustainable
capital, which would encourage investment in the future,
we prefer to “cook the books” by not counting true costs
and to “invest” in lotteries, bubbles, and paper chases
that have no relation to true value. Why invest in a
sustainable activity such as planting trees when an
“investment” can be made in something that will make
9
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“safe” returns of 10, 20 or 50 percent per year. This was
irrational exuberance, indeed.
The dot.com bubble of the 1990s led to the loss of
more than $5 trillion. The ongoing meltdown in the real
estate and financial markets, has lead to losses of tens of
trillions of dollars. By early 2009 some estimates place
the loss in U.S. real estate and the financial market at
$10 trillion, and ultimately losses may reach $20 trillion
or more. These bubbles are each based on a lack of
concern for true costs and underlying asset value.
The derivatives market is likely to lead to even
more dramatic hand wringing when it falters. Global
derivatives speculation may now involve more than one
quadrillion dollars, and when this bubble “pops,” much
of its “value” may evaporate. Here the problem is more
lack of transparency than failure to count true costs
(more in Chapter 7). While there are legitimate uses of
derivatives, often there is “no there there” with
derivatives that are based on derivatives. The exposure
of many corporations and their shareholders to these
complex, arcane and opaque financial instruments is
striking. It was reported that J. P. Morgan Chase, for
example, held total notational derivatives of $77 trillion
in March 2008, this is more than twice the value of the
GDP of China, Germany, Japan, the United States, and
the United Kingdom combined. In March 2009, AIG
still held $1.6 trillion and Citi held 3.2 trillion. Although
it is argued losses on derivatives, with extensive counter
party protections, will only reach 1%, this may be very
optimistic. If the derivatives market falls only 1 percent
in a readjustment, the losses might approach $15 trillion.
No one knows, because many of these are not well
reported, and many of these derivatives involve counter
bets and counter insurance. This is truly voodoo
economics. A collapse of the derivatives market is likely
to contribute to the current U.S. recession and may lead
to a worldwide depression.

Education, subsidies, persuasion, and regulation
have all failed. Market forces are better able to help
drive a rapid transition to a more sustainable future, but
only if accountings are done carefully. Market forces
work in any country in the world, not just in developed
countries. More complete accounting can foster more
ethical policy formulation to protect and restore
damaged environments and cultures for those parts of a
society that are not market driven, but that are motivated
by ethical concerns. A better understanding of risks,
rewards and incentives can also help shape policy to
favor more sustainable alternatives that increase value
over time.
Increased transparency and improved reporting can
minimize market failures. The current U.S. sub-prime,
derivative, hedge fund, and commercial and consumer
credit crises are predominantly the result of a lack of
trust generated by a lack of transparency. Financial
instruments once rated as almost risk free are running at
about 30% of value, and those perceived as more risky
when created are as low as 5% of “value.” Losses will
be in the trillions of dollars. In addition the weaknesses
in the regulatory system are revealed by increasing
numbers of Ponzi schemes involving billions of dollars.
Fraud and chicanery can never entirely by eliminated;
however, by improving accounting and reporting, which
cost very little to do, they can be rendered less common.
I am more optimistic than ever that a prosperous,
stable and sustainable future can be achieved, thanks to
the increasing activity and research on true costs,
environmental and social accounting, and sustainability.
The International Society for Sustainability
Professionals, the United States and International
Societies for Ecological Economics, and the
International Society for Industrial Ecology are all
welcome harbingers of a more positive and healthful
future. Many companies as well as a few universities,
cities, and countries have also taken up the challenge.
The rapid growth in the number and quality of
sustainability reports is a very encouraging sign.
Action may not have been swift enough to escape
the rude awakenings and trying times that current follies
and excesses have created. Nonetheless, the United
States can be rebuilt with a more just and sustainable
framework that will provide for a more stable, secure,
and enjoyable future.

Hope
We face many challenging problems in rebuilding
our economy; however, if accounting is done more
carefully, if true costs are paid, and if asset value is
considered, the world can be transformed more rapidly
than one might expect. With investment in real projects
that have sustainable value, the United States and the
world can be rebuilt and a much better life for all current
and future generations can be ensured.
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